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When Is Expenditure "Exogenous"
in Separable Demand Models?

Jeffrey T. LaFrance

The separability hypothesis and expenditure as an exogenous variable in a system of
conditional demands are analyzed. Expenditure cannot be weakly exogenous in a
system of conditional demands specified as functions of the prices of the separable
goods and total expenditure on those goods. Furthermore, expenditure is uncorrelated
with the residuals of the conditional demand equations only when severe restrictions
are satisfied. Therefore, expenditure will seldom be strictly exogenous. Econometric
methods are presented for the consistent and efficient estimation of the unknown
parameters when expenditure is correlated with the residuals and when it is not.

Key words: conditional demand models, exogeneity, weak separability.

In applied demand analysis, incomplete in-
formation is the rule and not the exception.
We are always concerned with a subset of the
total number of commodities that are pur-
chased by consumers. Data limitations, finite
computer memory, and the increased com-
plexity and time required for numerical com-
putations in large models make it necessary to
abstract from a completely specified system of
consumer demands containing a different
equation for each of the countless goods avail-
able in the market.

Three practical solutions have been pro-
posed to deal with this problem. One approach
is to aggregate across commodities and esti-
mate a complete system of demand equations
with the commodity aggregates (e.g., food,
clothing, housing, transportation, entertain-
ment, and all other goods) as functions of the
corresponding set of aggregated price indices
and income. This approach has at least two
drawbacks. First, the conditions are quite re-
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strictive for consistency of consumer prefer-
ences with such a high degree of price and
quantity aggregation. Second, considerable in-
formation is lost concerning the demands for
individual commodities.

A second approach specifies an incomplete
system of demand equations as functions of
the prices of the goods of interest, the prices
of related goods, and income. This approach
has been criticized for being "ad hoc" and ig-
noring the issue of consistency with the un-
derlying theory (Richardson). However, La-
France and Hanemann demonstrate that
coherent applications of this approach can be
consistent with consumer choice theory with
little loss in generality.

A third approach is the focus of this article.
A common empirical practice is to assume that
consumer preferences are separable and esti-
mate a set of conditional demands (Pollak
1969) for the goods of interest as functions of
this subset of prices and total expenditure on
these goods (expenditure, for short).1 This ap-

' Throughout the article, separability means asymmetric weak
separability-one group of goods is weakly separable from all other
goods, but the latter group of goods is not necessarily separable
from the former. This eliminates the distinctions among the con-
cepts of weak, strong, strict, and complete separability that arise
when the preference ordering is symmetrically separable in two or
more sets of goods. Any results that hold for asymmetric weak
separability remain true in the more restrictive cases of symmetric
separability.

For static models, income here means Becker's full income-
nonlabor income plus the labor income that could be earned if all
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proach is based on the fact that weak separa-
bility of a subset of goods from all other goods
in the consumer's preference relation is nec-
essary and sufficient for the existence of the
conditional demand equations (Primont; Gor-
man 1971; Blackorby, Primont, and Russell).

In this article an important aspect of the
separability hypothesis in applied demand is
addressed, namely, the possibility of simul-
taneous equations bias in conditional demand
models. Due to the joint determination of the
quantities demanded and expenditure on a
group of goods, biased parameter estimates will
be obtained unless either the joint distribution
of the error terms, the functional form for the
conditional demands, or both are restricted.
The first focus is to identify conditions that
ensure that expenditure is uncorrelated with
the error terms in the conditional demands.
These conditions are important because they
are necessary for standard estimation methods
to result in consistent and efficient parameter
estimates.

One such condition is a singular error co-
variance matrix for the subset of unconditional
demands-demands specified as functions of
all prices and income. That is, the uncondi-
tional covariance matrix transforms the prices
of the goods of interest to the zero vector. But
unlike complete systems of demands, this
property is not implied by the adding-up con-
dition. The budget identity for unconditional
demand functions states that the total expen-
diture on all goods adds up identically to in-
come. This implies only one source of singu-
larity in the complete system of unconditional
demand equations-the price-weighted sum of
all unconditional residuals must equal zero. In
particular, it does not imply that the price-
weighted sum of the unconditional demand
residuals for the subset of goods of interest,
whether or not those goods are separable from
other goods, must equal zero. Furthermore, if
the unconditional covariance matrix for the
separable goods is singular, then both total ex-
penditure on those goods and total expenditure
on all other goods are not random, a contra-
diction of the randomness of the individual

available time is spent in the labor force. For dynamic models,
income here means initial wealth plus the discounted present value
of the full income stream. If leisure is included in the list of com-
modities, this eliminates any difference between income and total
expenditure on all goods and permits income to be treated as an
exogenous variable.

elements that comprise the expenditure totals.
Moreover, because expenditure is treated as
exogenous, the empirical model is not neces-
sarily consistent with utility maximization.
That is, expenditure is treated as predeter-
mined without any requirement that the struc-
ture of consumer choices for group expendi-
ture is consistent with utility maximization or
even with the structure of the conditional de-
mands. Usually, no equation explaining how
group expenditure is chosen accompanies the
conditional demand equation estimates. With-
out such a structure, the conditional demand
model is not consistent with the joint maxi-
mization of utility with respect to the separable
goods and group expenditure, much less the
overall maximization of utility with respect to
all goods that enter the consumer's budget.

A second set of conditions applies to situ-
ations where the unconditional covariance
matrix is nonsingular. First, the conditional
demand equations and the equation that ex-
plains total expenditure on the goods of interest
will have error terms with zero means if and
only if the conditional demands are linear in
expenditure. Therefore, whether or not expen-
diture is exogenous, the conditional demand
model must be a Gorman Polar Form (Gor-
man 1959, 1961) if the residuals of the em-
pirical model have zero means. If the demand
model is nonlinear in expenditure, then the
expected values for the conditional error terms
depend on the functional form of the demand
equations and the specific values of the ex-
planatory variables. Therefore, the distribu-
tion of the error terms, the moments of that
distribution, and consequently the distribution
of the parameter estimates obtained by the ap-
plication of standard estimation methods to
nonlinear conditional demand models, includ-
ing the bias and mean-square error of the pa-
rameter estimates, are unique to the model's
structure and the specific values of the explan-
atory variables.

If the unconditional covariance matrix is
nonsingular and constant with respect to prices
and income, then expenditure is uncorrelated
with the conditional demand residuals if and
only if the conditional demand model arises
from an extremely restrictive special case. That
is, the unconditional covariance matrix com-
pletely determines the effects of changes in ex-
penditure on the quantities demanded. This
strong conclusion is important because most
empirical applications are based on the as-
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sumption that the residual covariance matrix
is constant.

Finally, Theil's rational random errors hy-
pothesis (Theil 1971, 1975, 1976)-the error
covariance matrix is proportional to the ma-
trix of compensated substitution terms-im-
plies that expenditure is uncorrelated with the
conditional errors to a first-order Taylor-series
approximation for all distributions of the error
terms and to a second-order approximation for
symmetric distributions. This result is exact-
expenditure is uncorrelated with the condi-
tional errors-if and only if the conditional
demand model is linear in expenditure.

The second focus of this article is to provide
a bridge between the theory of separability and
the estimation of separable demand systems.
Methods to consistently estimate the unknown
parameters are presented. If the conditional
demands are nonlinear in expenditure, appro-
priate estimation procedures differ from the
standard instrumental variables method of
nonlinear two-stage least squares (Goldfield
and Quandt; Amemiya 1974, 1975, 1983,
1985). Instrumental variables do not give con-
sistent estimates of the parameters because the
error terms in the model have nonzero means
that depend on the model's structure and the
specific values of the explanatory variables.
However, the budget identity between the
quantities demanded and expenditure holds at
both the expected and the observed values for
these variables. Therefore, a consistent esti-
mate of the expected value of expenditure at
each observation combined with Theil's (1953)
interpretation of two-stage least squares results
in consistent estimates. This aspect of the em-
pirical problem also sheds light on appropriate
estimation procedures in other econometric
problems that are nonlinear in the variables.

Separability in Demand Analysis

We begin with some definitions and notation.
Let x = [xl, x2, . . , xn]' E R; be the vector of
commodities of interest and p = [Pi, P2, ... ,

Pn]'E Rn be the corresponding price vector; let

z = [Z1, Z2, ... , Zm]' E R be the vector of
consumption levels for all other goods and q

= [q, q2, ... , qm' E Rm be the corresponding
price vector; let income be y; and let total ex-
penditure on the goods x be y, p'x. Our focus
is on whether or not yx is exogenous in the
demands for x. It is assumed, therefore, that

the variables (p, q, y) are strictly exogenous as
defined by Engle, Hendry, and Richard. That
is, the variables (p, q, y) are assumed to be
stochastically independent of all of the error
terms in the empirical model. Specifically, y is
interpreted as full income (Becker) in static
models and as the discounted present value of
the full income stream plus initial wealth in
dynamic models.

Separability and Structural Recursivity

The utility function, u: [R x R -I R, is as-
sumed to be twice continuously differentiable
(u E C2), strictly increasing, and strictly quasi-
concave for all (x, z) E R_ x PR. The goods x
are separable from the goods z if and only if
two functions, ux: R [ R and u: R x R -

R, exist such that ux, u E C2 are strictly increas-
ing and strictly quasiconcave, and

(1)
for all (x, z) E OR x R1. The separable struc-
ture given by (1) is sufficient for all that follows.
Note, in particular, that the separability of
preferences is represented in the most general
manner possible. The goods z may not be sep-
arable from x. The model may be static with
z as the vector of quantities of all other goods
consumed in the current period. Or the model
may be dynamic, and z is the vector of quan-
tities consumed in all other periods. The re-
sults that follow are valid for both cases and
for any combination of them.

Economic theory tells us much about the
structure of the mean levels of economic vari-
ables, but little to nothing about the stochastic
part of the econometric model (Theil 1971).
Therefore, the model structure is presented in
terms of the mean values of the commodities
of interest, x E(x p, q, y) and , -E(y, 1p,
q, y), followed by an analysis of empirical is-
sues. The unconditional demands for x are the
result of maximizing u(x, z) with respect to (x,
z) subject to the budget constraint, p'x + q'z
< y. In general, the unconditional demands
are functions of all prices and income,

(2) X = h(p, q, y).

Without separability or other simplifying as-
sumptions, equation (2) represents the basic
point of departure in demand analysis.

The problem with (2) in practice is that it
represents n quantities as functions of n + m
+ 1 prices and income, and n is generally a

LaFrance
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relatively small number while m usually tends
to be very large. Indeed, in demand analysis
using annual time-series data, m is usually
much greater than the number of available data
points, and it is impossible to estimate the
demands in such a general form. This is where
separability plays its most important role. Sep-
arability ofx from z is necessary and sufficient
for decentralization of the unconditional de-
mand functions for x,

(3) - hx (p, q, y)
Ax(p, px(p, q, y)),

where (x: Rn+ x Rm x R+ - R+ satisfies

(4) Yx - P'

-phx(p, q, y)

p'hx(p, x(p, q, y))

-= (p q, y),

and hx: Re x IR+ - R is the n-vector of con-
ditional demands for x as functions of the pric-
es, p, and the expected value of expenditure,
Yx (Primont; Gorman 1971; Blackorby, Pri-
mont, and Russell; Deaton and Muellbauer;
Barten and Boehm). In other words, the un-
conditional demands in (2) can be written as
functions of n prices and expenditure, rather
than as functions of n + m prices and income,
if and only if x is separable from z. The ad-
vantage of the reduction in the number of un-
known parameters that results from separa-
bility is clear.

Note that equation (3) shows that weak sep-
arability is equivalent to a structurally recur-
sive demand model. That is, the mean quan-
tities demanded are functions of the group
prices and the expected value of group expen-
diture only. Therefore, once group expenditure
has been explained, the quantities demanded
for the separable goods can be explained en-
tirely by the prices of the goods of interest and
the expected value of expenditure on that group
of goods.

Is Expenditure Exogenous?

To obtain a stochastic specification, we append
error terms to the unconditional demand equa-
tions, 2

2 All of the results of this research can be shown to follow for
the alternative representations in levels of expenditure on the in-
dividual goods and in budget shares. The residuals for models in
quantities, E,, are related to the residuals for models in expendi-

(5) X hxp, q, y) + Ex
hX(p, U(p, q, y)) + ax,

where ex is a vector of unobservable random
error terms. Standard assumptions for models
that are estimated in the levels of x are that
the residuals have zero mean vector, E(ex) =
0, and that the unconditional covariance ma-
trix, E(Ex) - I, is constant V (p, q, y) E
R7_ x RP x R+. However, we will not make
the latter assumption, except as part of a par-
ticularly strong result below.

From the budget identity for all goods

(6) y p'x + q'Z
phx(p, q, y) + q'hz(p, q, y)

+ P'ex + q'E2
Y + P'x + q' z,

where hz is the vector of unconditional de-
mands for all other goods, and Ez is the vector
of unobservable errors for z. Two results that
follow immediately from (6) are p'Ex + q'Ez

O and 2:[] ,. where Z = E[z x Ez is the
qJ LEZEx E J

covariance matrix for the complete system of
demand equations (Barten). In words, the sum
of all price-weighted demand residuals van-
ishes and therefore the covariance matrix is
singular.

Note, however, that this does not imply that
p'Ex = 0 nor that 2xp = 0. The importance of
this can be seen by combining (4) and (5),

(7) yx = p'x
p'hx(p , q, y) + p'x

= P'hxp, (p, q, y)) + p'EX
p= x, q y) + P'Ex

= + Vx,

where vx - p'x is the residual for the expen-
diture on x. Equation (7) shows that the error
term in the expenditure equation is an exact
linear combination of the unconditional de-
mand residuals. Unless that linear combina-
tion is degenerate-that is, v - p'x is a non-
stochastic constant-it is impossible for the
expenditure residual to be uncorrelated with
the unconditional demand residuals. Zero cor-
relation is a necessary condition for stochastic

tures, wo, by Ox = PE, and to the residuals for models in budget
shares, x, by x = Pe/y, where P is the n x n diagonal matrix with
p, as the ith diagonal element. Similarly, the residual covariance
matrix for models in quantities, Zg, is related to the covariance
matrix for models in expenditures, 0Q, by Oxx = P/xP, and to the
covariance matrix for models in budget shares, x,_, by Ixx = PZxP/
y2. With these relationships, any required modifications to the
discussion that follows are straightforward.
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independence, so that it is also impossible for
expenditure to be stochastically independent
of the unconditional error terms. For the mul-
tivariate normal distribution, for example, in-
dependence of the random variables and zero
correlation are equivalent. As a result, expen-
diture generally is a stochastic variable that is
neither uncorrelated with nor independent of
the unconditional errors.

Now, suppose that a system of conditional
demands is specified with the observable level
of expenditure, yx, included as a right-hand-
side variable,

(8) x = hx(p, y) + ix.

Then the conditional errors, -x, and the un-
conditional errors, Ex, satisfy the identity

(9) e ex + X(p, yx) - lX(p, yx + p'x).

The implication of (9) is that, although the
deterministic structure of the conditional de-
mands is recursive, it does not follow that ex-
penditure is exogenous in the conditional de-
mand equations.

Expenditure is weakly exogenous for the
conditional demand parameters if and only if
the marginal probability density function for
expenditure does not depend on the parame-
ters in the conditional demand equations and
there are no cross-equation restrictions be-
tween the conditional demand parameters and
the expenditure parameters (Engle, Hendry,
and Richard). There is no loss of information
or efficiency due to estimating the conditional
demands with expenditure as a conditioning
variable when and only when this condition is
satisfied. However, by the budget identity, the
structure of the expenditure equation always
depends on a nonempty subset of the param-
eters of the conditional demands. Therefore,
expenditure is never weakly exogenous-there
is always a loss of information associated with
estimating only the conditional demands. Spe-
cifically, no information concerning the sub-
stitution of x for z, or equivalently, informa-
tion about the change in expenditure due to
changes in prices and income, can be recovered
from the conditional demands.

These ideas are illustrated best with a simple
example. Let there be three goods, (xl, x2, z),
with a Cobb-Douglas utility function,

(10) u(x,, x 2, z) = X1"IX 2 2Z- a
1- 2.

Then the mean levels of the unconditional de-
mands for x, and x2 are given by

(11) xi = E(xi p,, p,, q, y) = ay/pi, i= 1, 2,

and the conditional means of the demands for
x, and x 2 given y, = p xl + p 2x2 are given by

(12)
E(x, Ip , p2, y) = [a,/(a + a2)]Y/Pi, i = 1, 2.

Note that the right-hand side of (12) is ho-
mogeneous of degree zero in (a1, a2), while a,/
(a1 + a 2) + a 2/(a1 + a2) -1, so that only A/

a1/(a1 + a2) is identified, regardless of the
stochastic properties of yx. Even if ,1 can be
estimated consistently or even efficiently from
(12), all utility functions of the form
(13) u(x1, X2, z) = Ua(xi'x1 , z)

are consistent with the conditional demand
model given by (12). The precise information
that is not transmitted by the conditional de-
mand model is the structure of the expenditure
on (x,, x2),

(14) E(y Ip,, P2 , q, y) = (a2 + a2)y.

Consequently, yx is not and cannot be weakly
exogenous in this or any other conditional de-
mand model if the parameters of interest in-
clude the income effects or any substitution
effects between the goods of interest and the
other goods. As shown by LaFrance and Hane-
mann, all of these elements are necessary for
the coherent completion of tasks such as wel-
fare analysis with an incomplete demand mod-
el.

Most empirical applications tacitly assume
that expenditure is uncorrelated with the con-
ditional demand residuals (Alston and Chal-
fant 1987, 1991; Alston et al.; Blackorby,
Boyce, and Russell; Brown and Heien; Capps
and Schmitz; Choi and Sosin; Clements and
Selvanathan; Deaton 1975; Heien; Heien and
Pompelli; Murray; Safyurtlu, Johnson, and
Hassan; Theil 1975, 1976; Van Kooten). This
is a weak version of a property that Engle,
Hendry, and Richard call strictly exogenous-
expenditure is stochastically independent of the
conditional residuals. The usual empirical
practice is to estimate the equations in (8) as
a complete system of demands with a singular
covariance matrix. The reason for this latter
condition can be clearly understood as follows.
Since the conditional demands satisfy the add-
ing-up condition identically in expenditure, the
identities

(15)

and

p'hx(p, yx) = x,

LaFrance
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(16) p'hx(p, Y + Vx) - x + vx

both hold for all possible values ofp, Px, and
Vx -'x-. Taking the vector product of (9) with
p gives

(17) P'f = P'E + p'hx(p, Yx)
- p'hx(p, x + p',x)

-P' + Yx- (Y + p'x) 0.

That is, the sum of the price-weighted condi-
tional demand residuals vanishes and the con-
ditional covariance matrix, I,, is singular,
since

(18) xxP = E{[x - E(x)] [x - E(x)]p}
= E{[ - E(Ex)] x} = 0.

However, neither (17) nor (18) imply that
yx and -x are uncorrelated. Combining (7) and
(9), the covariance between yx and Ex is given
by

(19) Cov(yx, (x) = E[ZxVx]
= E{[Ex + ix(p, x) - hx(p, yx

+ p'Ex)]EP}

= xp - E[hx(p, yx + p'Ex)Exp].

In general, neither of the terms on the right-
hand side of (19) need vanish. That this is an
important issue in applied demand analysis is
obvious. Appropriate estimation procedures
and the properties of the resulting parameter
estimates depend critically on the exogeneity
or endogeneity of expenditure in the empirical
equations. Moreover, it is clear from (19) that
the covariance between expenditure and the
conditional errors depends on the structure of
the conditional demand model in a potentially
very complex fashion. Therefore, it is essential
to understand the issues involved and possi-
bilities for their resolution.

Previous discussions largely contradict one
another. Pollak (1971) noted the possibility for
simultaneity between the quantities demanded
and expenditure and referred to a brief ex-
change between Prais and Summers on the is-
sue but did not analyze the question further.
Brown and Heien, and later Blackorby, Boyce,
and Russell and Blackorby, Primont, and Rus-
sell, argued that the required conditions for
expenditure to be exogenous are that expen-
diture is nonstochastic and the residuals in the
demands for x are uncorrelated with the re-
siduals in the demands for z. Theil (1971, 1975,
1976) showed that if the utility function is qua-
dratic and the covariance matrix is propor-
tional to the Slutsky substitution matrix, then

although expenditure is stochastic, it is un-
correlated with the conditional demand resid-
uals. Deaton (1975, 1986) argued that except
where Theil's result holds, there will be bias
due to the inclusion of yx as a regressor in the
conditional demands. In Deaton's (1975) study
the conditional demands were specified in
terms of Yx rather than yx. He argued, however,
that the bias due to using yx is small if the
equations fit well. He also asserted that using
the predicted value of expenditure as an in-
strument will result in biased parameter esti-
mates.

Anderson claimed that Theil's approach with
yx as a regressor and the approach implied by
Deaton's specification with Yx as the correct
variable are both coherent sincep' x, - 0, while
x - x + Vx implies x = p'ex. He proposed an

iterative estimator using predicted values for
Yx in the conditional demands and argued that
Malinvaud's results on minimum distance es-
timators implied that these estimates are con-
sistent.

Attfield showed that, for the Rotterdam
model, tests of zero-degree homogeneity main-
taining the hypothesis that expenditure is
strictly exogenous are equivalent to tests of the
strict exogeneity of expenditure maintaining
zero-degree homogeneity of the demands. Fi-
nally, Blundell (1986, 1988) argued in a pair
of recent surveys that it is most important to
allow for endogeneity of total expenditure in
demand systems estimated with cross-section
data. He also asserted that constructing an in-
strument for total expenditure is completely
straightforward for any functional form for the
demand equations since there is no shortage
of theories of the consumption function.

Clearly, Theil's result is a counter example
to Brown and Heien's argument. Similarly,
Anderson's claim that Theil's and Deaton's
approaches are both coherent contradicts the
arguments of Deaton, Attfield, and Blundell.
Furthermore, the claim by Anderson that us-
ing an estimate of the mean level of expen-
diture as an instrument in the conditional de-
mands will produce consistent estimates is a
contradiction to Deaton's assertion to the con-
trary.

This problem can be understood best by rec-
ognizing that there are two separate, but not
mutually exclusive, aspects involved in the
joint determination of quantities consumed and
expenditure. One aspect involves the joint dis-
tribution of the error terms in the uncondi-
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tional demand model. The other involves the
functional form of the conditional demand
model. One approach to the question of cor-
relation between expenditure and the condi-
tional demand residuals is to restrict the class
of joint density functions for the unconditional
error terms to those with a singular uncondi-
tional covariance matrix (Brown and Heien;
Blackorby, Boyce, and Russell; and Blackorby,
Primont, and Russell). This approach is illus-
trated by the following result.3

Lemma 1. Suppose that E(ex) = 0. Then Zxp
= 0 if and only if p'Ex = 0. Fur-
thermore, p'ex = 0 implies Cov(yx,
(x) = 0.

The intuition behind lemma 1 is as follows.
If the covariance matrix is singular (that is, it
always transforms the pricesp to the zero vec-
tor), then the sum of the price-weighted resid-
uals must be a nonstochastic constant (con-
ditional on (p, q, y), of course). But because
prices are exogenous, this constant is zero be-
cause the unconditional residuals have zero
means. Conversely, if the price-weighted sum
of the residuals vanishes, then the covariance
matrix must be singular. Moreover, the only
source of stochastic variation in expenditure
is due to the sum of the price-weighted demand
residuals. Therefore, if this sum is zero, then
expenditure is a deterministic function of the
exogenous variables only and is uncorrelated
with the conditional demand residuals.

Since y, = yx + p'Ex, lemma 1 states that the
necessary and sufficient condition for expen-
diture to be nonstochastic is that the uncon-
ditional covariance matrix is singular. If the
unconditional covariance matrix is singular,
then standard systems estimation methods can
be applied to the conditional demand model
with expenditure included as a regressor. How-
ever, this approach has at least two weakness-
es. First, it contradicts the structural simul-
taneity between x and yx as reflected by (7).
Separability does not imply that expenditure
is fixed when quantities are chosen. By defi-

3 Detailed proofs of the main results of this section are contained
in a longer paper that is available from the author upon request.
The proofs are not included here in order to focus on the inter-
pretation of the results and their implications rather than on the
technical arguments required to demonstrate their validity.

nition, the opposite is true. A specific structure
for the simultaneous determination of quan-
tities and expenditure is given by the separa-
bility hypothesis. Second, if the assumption
that p'E, = 0 is false and the fact that it is false
goes undetected, then the empirical results will
not have any of the optimal properties of ef-
ficient estimators. In particular, the parameter
estimates will be biased and inconsistent, and
in general, the asymptotic distribution for the
parameter estimates will not be multivariate
normal. In principle the hypothesis that p'E =
0 is testable and definitely should be tested in
separable demand studies.

Suppose that the unconditional covariance
matrix is nonsingular and the conditional de-
mand residuals and the residual in the expen-
diture equation have means that equal zero.
To see that the conditional demand model is
linear in expenditure, note first that E(vx) =
E(p'Ex) = p'E(ex) = 0 for all p E R+ if and only
if E(Ex) = 0, and second that E(Ex) = E(ex) +
hx(p, x) - E[hx(p, y + v,)]. The next result
follows immediately from these two facts and
Jensen's inequality.

Lemma 2. If 2 xx1 # 0, then both E(vx) = 0
and E(x) = 0 if and only if hx(p,
Yx) -(p) + 3(p)YX.

In other words, whether or not expenditure
is exogenous (for any definition of the word),
if the econometric model defined by (7) and
(8) has the usual properties for the error terms,
then the functional form of the demand model
is restricted to Gorman Polar Forms for the
conditional indirect preferences (Gorman
1959, 1961),

(20)

where v,(p, yx) is the conditional indirect utility
function,

(21)

and A(p) and II(p) are linearly homogeneous
functions of the prices p.

By itself, this result represents an important
aspect of empirical demand analysis. Virtually
all previous analyses ofthe endogeneity of ex-
penditure used models that were linear in ex-
penditure. However, the arguments were pre-
sented as if they were also true for any
functional forms of the conditional demand

LaFrance

v_,(p, y.,) = (y, - A(p))11'(p)~

v,(p, y,) = max Iu,(x): p x -< Y, 1
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model.4 Lemma 2 shows that functional forms
that are nonlinear in expenditure imply that
either the conditional demand residuals will
have nonzero means or the residual in the ex-
penditure equation will have a nonzero mean.
If this aspect of the empirical problem is not
accounted for explicitly, then there is no logical
basis for any claims regarding the relative bias
due to the endogeneity of expenditure.

For the moment, let us ignore this problem
and consider both linear and nonlinear expen-
diture systems for the conditional demand
model. It is clear from (19) that no generally
valid conclusions can be reached without ad-
ditional assumptions. Most empirical studies
employ functional forms for the demand equa-
tions that are smooth in expenditure-possess
continuous partial derivatives of all orders-
and rely on the assumption that the error terms
are multivariate normal. The former hypoth-
esis and an assumption that is weaker than the
latter are useful in an argument that expen-
diture is an endogenous explanatory variable.
Specifically, we will assume that Oihx(p, yx)/
Ody and E(vi) exist and are finite for each
i> 1.

The first assumption implies that the con-
ditional demands can be written as an infinite
Taylor-series expansion about the mean value
of expenditure,

(22) x(p, yx) = x(p, Yx) + .Yjx i

4 Blundell's (1986, 1988) arguments were presented for models
that are linear in expenditure, although he suggested that they hold
with equal weight for models that are nonlinear in expenditure.
That the demand model is linear in expenditure is clear for the
S-branch utility model of Brown and Heien; the Gorman Polar
Form of Blackorby, Boyce, and Russell and of Browning, Deaton,
and Irish; the linear expenditure system of Deaton (1975); and the
quadratic utility function of Theil (1971, 1975, 1976). This is not
quite as clear for the Rotterdam model, which is employed in the
arguments of Theil (1975, 1976, 1980); Clements; Attfield and
Browning; and Attfield. However, the Rotterdam model in log-
differential form,

wi d log(x,) = ti d log(y,) + 'rij d log(p), i = 1 .. , n,
j=l

where wi = px/yx, is equivalent to the total differential equation

dx, = (Ai/pi)dyx + yx (r,/pip)dpj, i= 1 ... n.
j=l

With constant coefficients, this total differential equation has a
solution (when one exists) of the form

x = + + + log( PYIJ)] Y i = 1 n

which is linear in expenditure. Of course, Frobenius' theorem re-
quires that 0, = rj = 0 for all i, j = 1,..., n for a solution to exist.

Combining (22) with the second assumption
then results in an infinite series expression for
the covariance between expenditure and the
conditional demand residuals,

(23) Cov(yj, e)

= 2xIp - 1 Oihp, Jj(vI =i! [ aYX

This expression for the covariance between ex-
penditure and the conditional demand resid-
uals now permits the straightforward devel-
opment of some useful approximations. For a
first-order approximation (and second order if
VX is distributed symmetrically), we have

(24) Cov(yx, x) Tp- [x(p, Oyxj.p_

This leads immediately to a very strong re-
sult. If the unconditional covariance matrix is
nonsingular and does not depend on prices or
income, then even with a first-order approxi-
mation, expenditure is uncorrelated with the
conditional residuals if and only if the demand
model arises from a generalized quadratic con-
ditional indirect utility function.

Lemma 3. If ZxX does not depend on (p, q, y)
and |I z 0, then Cov(y, Ex) ~

0 V (p, q, y) E Rn x R+ x R+ if
and only if hx(p, yx) a(p) + A(P)yx
and t(p) - (p'xx)-1xP-

In other words, if the unconditional covariance
matrix is nonsingular and is not a function of
prices or income, then expenditure is uncor-
related with the conditional errors if and only
if all of the expenditure effects on the quantities
demanded are completely determined by the
unconditional covariance matrix. This occurs
whether or not the conditional error terms have
vanishing means.

The conditional indirect utility function in
lemma 3 is given by

(25) vx(p, yx) = (y - A(p))//p'p.

The quadratic subutility function,

(26) Ux(X) = 1/2(X - 5)'B(x - 6),

where 5 > 0 and B is negative definite, has a
Gorman Polar Form representation given by
(25) with A(p) = 6'p and 2,, = -cB - 1 for ar-
bitrary a > 0. This is the rationale for calling
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this class of conditional demand models gen-
eralized quadratic.

The implications of lemma 3 are illustrated
with several examples from the set of models
that have a single nonlinear function of ex-
penditure,

(27) x(p, yx) = a(p) + #(p)yx + y(p),(p, yx).

This class of models includes all of the nominal
income Gorman Engel curve demand models
(Gorman 1981) that were analyzed by Lewbel
(1987, 1989a) as well as several deflated in-
come demand models (Lewbel 1989b, 1990).
The latter group of demand models encom-
passes most existing empirical demand
specifications. The examples also provide first-
order approximations (second-order approxi-
mations if the distribution of vx is symmetric)
to the covariance between expenditure and the
conditional error terms for these demand
models.

(a) Linear Expenditure System: /(p, yx) - 0

Cov(yx, x) = [I - #(p)p']xp.

(b) Quadratic Expenditure System: ~/(p, yx)
= 2xyx2

Cov(yx, ) = {I - [8(p) + 2Yx'y(p)lp'}xxp.

(c) Extended PIGL: t(p, yx) = y , where k
0, 1,2
Cov(yx, x) Z

{I - [,(p) + k- 1'y(p)]p'}Zxp.

(d) Extended PIGLOG: y(p, yx) = y, log(yx)
Cov(yx, (x)

{I - [,(p) + [1 + log(yx)]l(p)]p' }2p.

(e) LINLOG: I(p, yx) = log(yx)

Cov(yx, X) {I - [t(p) + Yx-'Y(P)1P'ZxT.P-

(f) LINEXP: ((p, yx) = exp{yx,/(p)}, with
0(p) linearly homogeneous

Cov(x, () -
{I - f(p) + exp{yx/O(p))}(p)/O(p)]p'}lxp

Cov(yX, () =
{I - [(p) + exp[yx/(p) + 1/2p'xp/O(p)2]y(p)/
O(P)lp' }XXP
if x - n(O, p'xp).

In each example, a 2x that depends on (p,
q, y) can be found such that yx is approximately
uncorrelated with cx. In every case, however,
the specification of 2xx is model specific and
depends on the latent variable x - x(p, q, y),
which is not a part of the conditional demand

model. We now consider this issue in more
detail.

The conditional errors are (approximately)
uncorrelated with expenditure in one other im-
portant case. Theil's (1971, 1975, 1976) ra-
tional random errors hypothesis states that the
unconditional errors are "rationally random"
if they have vanishing means and covariance
matrix given by 2x,, = -o(p, q, y)Sx, where
P(p, q, y) > 0 and S, is the n x n matrix of
unconditional substitution terms,

(28) Sx - Ohx (p, q, y) dhx(p, q, y)(28) SX a + a hx(p, q, y)'.op ay
Theil showed that if the utility function is qua-
dratic, then the conditional covariance matrix
is given by 2:x = -o(p, q, y)x, where SX is
the n x n matrix of conditional substitution
terms,

- hx(p, Ux(, Y, v)) + ax(p,x(p, q, y))
x (= d(' + y))aX ' ayxAx(P, ~x(p, q, y))'.

(29)

He also proved that expenditure is uncorre-
lated with the conditional demand residuals
under these conditions.

The conditional demands are homogeneous
of degree zero in group prices and expenditure,
so that Sxp 0. Also, SSx [I - hx(p, yx)/
ayxp']Sx follows from the budget identity (4)
and the zero-degree homogeneity for hx for any
functional form for the demands for x (La-
France, theorem 4). Combining these two facts,
we obtain the identity

(30) xP [I-aixtlPX)'SxP 0,

whenever the goods x are separable from all
other goods. Now, it follows from (24) that to
a first-order approximation (again, second or-
der if vx has a symmetric distribution) the co-
variance between expenditure and the condi-
tional errors can be written in a form that is
related to (30), specifically

(31) Cov(yx, Z,) I- [ahxt5 p, )']IxxP.

These two expressions lead to another strong
result. If the unconditional covariance matrix
is nonsingular, the rational random errors hy-
pothesis is a sufficient condition for zero cor-

LaFrance
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relation between expenditure and the condi-
tional demand residuals to first order.
Furthermore, a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for expenditure to be uncorrelated with
the conditional error terms to first order is that
the unconditional covariance and substitution
matrices transform the price vector p into the
same space. We call this the generalized ra-
tional random errors hypothesis.

Lemma 4. If Il x 1I 0, then Cov(yx, x) - 0
V (p, q, y) E + x IR x R+ if and
only if ZxxP -OPSxp for some (P:

Rn x RP x R+ -, LR+.

Sufficiency in lemma 1 follows immediately
from (30) and (31). Necessity follows from
substituting dhx(p, Y)/dyx (p'Sxp)-'Sxp from
(30) into (31), setting (31) equal to 0, solving
for YxxP, and defining -qP(p, q, y) -p'Zxxpl
p'Sxp. Note, however, that it does not neces-
sarily follow that xx - PSx. The generalized
quadratic demand model of lemma 3 is one
counter example, and Zx - PSx + d2Q(p)/
Odpp', Qf homogeneous of degree one in p, is
another. Also note that lemma 4 is exact if and
only if the conditional demand model is linear
in expenditure.

It is useful to summarize our results up to
this point. The structure of demand models
for a set of separable goods is given by equation
(3). Whether the stochastic part of the empir-
ical model is specified in terms of the uncon-
ditional demands or the conditional demands,
the unconditional and conditional error terms
are related by the identity (9), and the choices
for x determine the choices for Yx through
equation (7). If the optimization errors and
measurement errors for x are not systematic,
then the unconditional errors will have zero
means. This property is necessary and suffi-
cient for the mean of the residual in the ex-
penditure equation to vanish. Moreover, the
adding-up condition implies that the structure
of the demands for the separable goods can
always be written with the means of the quan-
tities demanded as functions of the group pric-
es and the mean level of expenditure. It is also
desirable to be able to test if the data are con-
sistent with the assumption that expenditure
is uncorrelated with the conditional demand
residuals. For this a mean value of zero for vx
is necessary. Finally, unless the parameters of
the error process are incorporated directly into

the structure of the conditional demands dur-
ing estimation, it is desirable for Ex to have a
zero mean vector. In combination, these fac-
tors imply the following.

First, it is impossible for expenditure to be
weakly exogenous in a set of conditional de-
mands. Second, there are only three cases in
which expenditure is uncorrelated with the
conditional errors (a weak form of strict exo-
geneity): (a) if the unconditional covariance
matrix is singular and transforms p identically
to 0, (b) if the unconditional covariance matrix
is nonsingular and does not depend on prices
or income and the conditional indirect utility
function is a generalized quadratic Gorman
Polar Form, or (c) if the conditional demand
model is linear in expenditure and the error
terms satisfy the generalized rational random
errors hypothesis. In each of these cases stan-
dard systems methods of estimation can be
applied to the conditional demands with the
observed level of expenditure included as one
of the explanatory variables. However, each
case is restrictive, and the necessary restric-
tions can be tested against the data. The Wu-
Hausman specification test (Wu; Hausman) can
be used to test for correlation between expen-
diture and the conditional errors in the latter
two cases. In the first case, the solution is not
nearly so simple if the model is nonlinear in
expenditure.

Estimation when Expenditure Is
Endogenous

We now turn to the problem of estimating the
separable set of demands when the conditional
demands are not necessarily linear in expen-
diture and expenditure is not necessarily un-
correlated with the conditional error terms.
Clearly, the results to this point demonstrate
that this is the generic situation, and therefore
the most important. The main thrust of the
discussion is that, when it converges, the it-
erative two-stage estimation procedure pro-
posed by Anderson produces consistent esti-
mates of the model parameters whether or not
expenditure is correlated with the conditional
error terms (LaFrance, theorem 5). This iter-
ative procedure is complex and computation-
ally intensive and does not generate consistent
estimates of the covariance matrix for the pa-
rameter estimates. Also, there can be some
difficulty with convergence of the iterative pro-
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cedure. However, it offers a feasible solution
to the simultaneity problem in conditional de-
mand models and can be used to obtain good
starting values for full-information maximum-
likelihood or two-step linearized maximum-
likelihood estimation procedures.

Combining equations (4), (5), and (7), the
system of equations for the unconditional de-
mands and expenditure can be written as

(32)
(33)

x = hx(p, yx) + x,,

Yx = x(p, q, y) + vx.

The identity v - p'ex implies that the system
of n + 1 equations has a singular covariance
matrix and cannot be estimated jointly. How-
ever, if IZxxI | 0 and if a consistent set of
estimates for the mean levels of expenditure
is available, then it is clear that the unknown
parameters in (32) can be estimated consis-
tently by substituting these estimates for the
latent variable Yx. In essence, this is the basis
for the two-stage iterative procedure proposed
by Anderson.

Before discussing this approach in detail,
note that a conditional estimation scheme such
as this is of interest in a larger econometric
context. Consider the general problem of es-
timating any simultaneous equations model
that is nonlinear in the endogenous right-hand-
side variables. Suppose that the structural
model has a representation where the error
terms have zero means when the expected val-
ues of the endogenous variables are included
on the right-hand side of the regression equa-
tions. For example, when economic agents are
assumed to make choices on the basis of ex-
pectations that are consistent with the model
structure, this is the proper way to formulate
the econometric problem. In such circum-
stances, consistent estimates of the means of
the endogenous right-hand-side variables can
be used directly to replace the unobservable
true means, and consistent estimates of the
remaining structural parameters can be ob-
tained with standard least squares methods.

To see the nature of Anderson's two-stage
estimation procedure, a change in notation is
helpful. Let x = ft(a, gt(a, 0)) hx(pt, q, Yt)
be the vector of the expected values of the
quantities demanded at observation t, let yxt
- gt(a, O) qx(Pt, , t) be the expected value

of the expenditure on x at observation t, t =
1,..., T, and let a and t be unknown param-
eters to be estimated. Then the econometric
model can be rewritten as

(32')

and

(33')

xt = f(a, gt(a, f)) + EXt

Y., = g,(a, #) + vP.

Anderson's iterative procedure begins with an
initial guess for a and :x, and then proceeds
with the following steps:
(a) Given estimates of a and Zx, estimate B
with generalized least squares on (33'),

Ry0 I , i x)
T

- min [yt - g,(a, #)]2/p.:pt.
0 t=l

(b) Given estimates of a, 6, and Zx, predict
yxt with gt - gt(a, 3) and reestimate a with
generalized least squares on (32'),

Rx(a Ig, xx)
T

- min ; [xt - f(a, gt)]tl[x, - f (a, gt)].
a t=l

(c) Update the estimate of Zx with

2xx = -T 2 [xt - f t(&, g t)][X t - t(, g)]t.

t=1

(d) Repeat (a) through (c) until convergence
is obtained.

Anderson claimed that the solution to this
iterative procedure is consistent due to the re-
sults on minimum distance estimators by Mal-
invaud. However, a is estimated at each stage
conditional on the fixed previous estimates of
a, 0, and 2x, while / is estimated from the
auxiliary sum-of-squares criterion, Ry, condi-
tional on the fixed previous estimates of a and

xx. Therefore, the residual sum-of-squares
criterion, Rx, is not minimized with respect to
either a or /, the resulting estimates are not
true minimum distance estimators, and Mal-
invaud's results do not have any bearing on
this procedure. But, if the iterative process
converges, then it can be shown that the final
estimates of a and , are consistent and as-
ymptotically normal (LaFrance, theorem 5).

One problem, however, is that the estimated
covariance matrices for a and a that result
from Anderson's iterative procedure are in-
consistent, and the bias is likely to be sub-
stantial. This problem can be overcome by
adding a third stage to the end of the two-stage
estimation procedure. The third stage employs
the consistent estimates of a, t, and 2lx ob-
tained at the end of the two-stage procedure

LaFrance
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as initial values for a linearized maximum-
likelihood procedure applied to (32') estimat-
ing a and f/ jointly. A single iteration ensures
first-order asymptotic efficiency (Rothenberg
and Leenders), while two iterations guarantee
second-order efficiency (Rothenberg). Alter-
natively, the expressions in theorem 5 of
LaFrance can be used to construct consistent
estimates of the asymptotic covariances of &
and f. Then the estimates (a, 3, ,, I ), which
are consistent under both the null and the al-
ternative hypothesis, can be used to construct
a Wu-Hausman test of zero correlation be-
tween yx and Zx. A third alternative is to apply
full-information maximum-likelihood proce-
dures to (32') directly by estimating a and B
jointly with iterative nonlinear generalized least
squares. However, when both iterative pro-
cesses converge, the three-stage estimators and
the iterative generalized nonlinear least squares
estimators are asymptotically equivalent, fully
efficient among the class of minimum distance
estimators, and robust against the possibility
that expenditure is endogenous.

The procedure proposed by Anderson is a
nonlinear analogue to Theil's (1953) interpre-
tation of two-stage least squares. That is,
predicted values for the endogenous right-hand-
side variables are formed in the first-stage re-
gression and the predicted values replace their
observed values in the second-stage regression.
Also, if the conditional demands are nonlinear
in expenditure, then Amemiya's (1974, 1975,
1983, 1985) instrumental variables interpre-
tation of nonlinear two-stage least squares does
not give consistent parameter estimates. Once
again, the reason is that the adding-up con-
dition implies that the structure of the de-
mands can always be written with the means
of the quantities demanded as functions of the
mean level of expenditure. This implies that
the conditional errors do not have zero means
whenever the conditional demands are non-
linear in expenditure. Moreover, the mean
vector of the conditional demand residuals de-
pends on the model structure and the precise
values of the explanatory variables. Therefore,
simply absorbing the means of the conditional
error terms into the intercepts of the demand
equations will not solve this problem.

Conclusions

When is expenditure "exogenous" in separable
demand models? Given the definitions of ex-

ogeneity of Engle, Hendry, and Richard the
answer is never! Does this preclude the mean-
ingful application of separability assumptions
in empirical demand analysis? My reaction is
equally emphatic-No it does not! What then,
have we learned from the analysis in this ar-
ticle?

Some relevant information is always lost
when econometric models are developed con-
ditional on a subset of the choice variables.
Given current data limitations, we may have
to live with this as an unavoidable cost of fea-
sible empirical work. But a lack of consider-
ation for the interactions among the model's
structure, the properties of the residuals, the
appropriate estimation techniques, and a rea-
sonable choice of the conditioning variables
can lead to serious problems in empirical work.

The necessary conditions for expenditure
even to be approximately uncorrelated with
the error terms in a set of conditional demand
equations are too restrictive to be plausible.
But if one is willing to adopt a subset of these
conditions as an initial point of departure, then
standard simultaneous equations estimation
methods for complete demand systems can be
applied. But it is at least advisable to check
whether or not the data are consistent with the
assumptions. The appropriate test is the Wu-
Hausman specification test.

The Wu-Hausman specification test re-
quires a set of consistent estimates for the
model parameters under the alternative hy-
pothesis-i.e., expenditure is correlated with
the conditional demand residuals. If the de-
mand model is nonlinear in expenditure, the
instrumental variables interpretation of non-
linear two-stage least squares does not produce
consistent parameter estimates and an alter-
native approach to estimation is necessary.

Anderson's iterative nonlinear two-stage es-
timation procedure-a nonlinear application
of Theil's (1953) interpretation of linear two-
stage least squares-produces consistent esti-
mates of the structural parameters. Anderson's
method does not produce consistent estimates
of the asymptotic covariance matrix for the
parameter estimates, but the correct expres-
sions are presented in theorem 5 of LaFrance.
The iterative procedure is complex and com-
putationally intensive, and there can be some
difficulty with convergence of the iterative pro-
cess. However, it offers a feasible solution to
the simultaneity problem in conditional de-
mand models and can be used to obtain good
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starting values for full-information maximum-
likelihood or two-step linearized maximum-
likelihood estimation procedures. A one-step
linearized maximum-likelihood procedure that
uses the final estimates from Anderson's it-
erative two-stage procedure as starting values
produces consistent estimates of the structural
parameters and their asymptotic covariance
matrix that are first-order efficient. Two steps
guarantee second-order efficiency of the esti-
mates. An added attraction of this procedure
is the fact that the parameter estimates are fully
efficient whether or not expenditure is corre-
lated with the conditional error terms. Al-
though relatively complex and computation-
ally intensive, this is a general and feasible
solution to a complicated econometric prob-
lem.

Perhaps the most important implication of
this article is the fact that there is a subtle but
significant difference between structural recur-
sivity and the concept of exogeneity in econo-
metric models. As we have seen, weak sepa-
rability of consumer preferences is equivalent
to structural recursivity of the econometric de-
mand model for the separable goods. But we
have also found that expenditure is neither
exogenous nor predetermined in conditional
demand models. This conclusion applies with
equal weight and for precisely the same reasons
to, for example, the level of output in a set of
conditional factor demand equations. Once the
mean level of output has been explained, it is
always possible to explain the mean levels of
the factor inputs as functions of the input pric-
es and the mean level of output. But this does
not imply that output is predetermined or ex-
ogenous in a system of conditional factor de-
mand equations. Notwithstanding the influ-
ence of weather and other uncontrollable
random factors, the production technology re-
quires that the actual level of output is deter-
mined by the actual choices for the inputs to
the production process. Therefore, for precise-
ly the same reasons as were identified for sep-
arable demand models, output will not be ex-
ogenous in conditional factor demand models.

[Received March 1990; final revision
received November 1990.]
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